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- **Middleware** is software residing atop the OS—but below apps—that provides benefits, e.g.
  - Leverage advances in hardware & software technologies
  - Simplify the evolution of apps to meet new requirements & environments
  - Increase developer productivity via reusable app-oriented services
  - Enhance performance & end-to-end quality-of-service (QoS)
    - e.g., fine-grained specification & control of latency, throughput, & replication
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See Part 1 of this lesson on an “Android Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL)”
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- There are layers of middleware, just like there are layers of networking protocols

Android’s middleware infrastructure layers provide reusable capabilities that extend Android Linux kernel mechanisms

See Part 2 of this lesson on an “Android Runtime Execution Environment”
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- There are layers of middleware, just like there are layers of networking protocols.

Android’s middleware infrastructure layers provide reusable capabilities that extend Android Linux kernel mechanisms.

See Part 3 of this lesson on an “Android Runtime Core & Native Libraries”
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• There are layers of middleware, just like there are layers of networking protocols

A higher layer of Android’s middleware stack is covered later in this module

See upcoming lesson on an “Android Common Services & Apps”
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